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4 Locaties in uw favorieten 

Clube Militar de Macau 

"Atten...tion!"

This is definitely the kind of place where you could picture retired

Napoleonic officers discussing the latest war between European powers,

wearing military uniforms and rattling their sabres. The décor has a

distinct military style and is very well organized with waiters marching

between tables, medals swinging from their proud chests. The menu

features the perennial Portuguese favourite—bacalhau—as well as many

other dishes including African Chicken and seafood rice.

 +853 2871 4009  cmm@macau.ctm.net  975 Avenida da Praia Grande, Macau

 by Alessandro Alimonti on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Belcanção 

"Buffet Delights"

If you love seafood and buffet, then you are in for a treat at Belcanção.

This Four Seasons restaurant and wine bar serves an inspired Asian menu

with various global cooking styles. Their buffet spread regularly changes

and is distinct from every meal course. Be it breakfast, brunch lunch or

dinner, there is no monotony at this place. Dinners are always themed and

seafood is the highlight of both their lunch and dinner sections. Check out

their specialties as well. Crustaceans, grilled seafood, meat carvings and

decadent desserts will tempt your palate. Whether you are on business,

with family or friends, you will enjoy their delicious spread. Smart casuals

are recommended and reservations are advisable.

 www.fourseasons.com/macau/dining/restaurants/belca

nc_ao/

 Estrada da Baía de N, 1/F, Four Seasons Macau, Macau

 by Engin_Akyurt   

Feast 

"Buffet Specials"

A buffet restaurant with a difference, Feast has a buffet spread that is

defined by seasonal ingredients and is inspired by Macanese, Asian and

Portuguese cuisines. Its modern decor is done up in warm hues with

contemporary furnishings. From the live cooking counters to the huge

dessert section, breakfasts, roasted meats to classic dishes and inspired

creations of traditional fare, their buffet array will tantalize your palate.

Kiddie corners, special prices for children and free meals for tots who are

five and below, make it a great place to dine with the entire family.

 +853 8113 1200  www.feastmacao.com/  feast.macao@sheraton.co

m

 Estrada do Istmo. s/n, Level

1, Sheraton Macao Hotel,

Macau
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Lord Stow's Bakery 

"Neighbourhood Bakery"

The award winning Lord Stow's Bakery is a local favorite and celebrated

by Japanese tourists. Though small, this neighborhood bakery boasts a

wide selection of cakes, breads and pastries. On the "worth trying" list is

https://cityseeker.com/nl/macau/195686-lord-stow-s-bakery


their healthy egg white cake loaf, Portuguese-style egg tart and mud cake.

The open-fronted bakery, featuring a floor tiled with small green mosaic

tiles, also makes customized foods upon request. Not particularly

expensive and definitely worth a try.

 +853 88 2534  www.lordstow.com/  lordstow@macau.ctm.net  1 Rua da Tassara, Coloane

Town Square, Macau
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